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Fast DRAM PUFs on Commodity Devices
Jack Miskelly and Máire O’Neill, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Intrinsic physical unclonable functions (PUFs),1

which derive hardware identifiers from components already2

present in a system without modification, are an appealing way3

to add a layer of hardware rooted security into a system. This is4

evidenced by the fact that the majority of PUF designs in com-5

mercial use today are intrinsic. However, as each intrinsic PUF6

design is reliant on specific hardware their use is limited to a7

subset of systems. It is therefore desirable to have practical intrin-8

sic PUF designs for as wide a range of underlying hardware as9

possible. Most intrinsic PUF designs to date have used memory10

as the entropy source, with the most well studied type being11

based on SRAM. More recently designs based on DRAM have12

been proposed, an appealing prospect considering the ubiquity13

of that technology. While previous research has demonstrated14

that entropy can be extracted from DRAM there has not yet15

been a substantive demonstration of such a PUF operating in16

real-time on a commodity system. In this article, we present a17

novel set of algorithms for deriving PUF responses in-runtime18

from DRAM by altering timing parameters using only software.19

These algorithms reduce the critical period of system disruption20

by 96% from 88 ms to 3 ms on average compared to exist-21

ing designs. We present a large scale dataset derived from 182422

DRAM chips characterized using the proposed design on com-23

modity off-the-shelf desktop hardware running a Linux OS. An24

analysis of the data shows that in addition to the speed improve-25

ments the proposed design shows near ideal (>44%) uniqueness26

and good (>88%) reliability.27

Index Terms—DRAM physical unclonable function (PUF),28

hardware derived identifier, hardware security, intrinsic PUF,29

memory PUF, PUF.30

I. INTRODUCTION31

PHYSICAL unclonable functions (PUFs) are a form of32

hardware-based security primitive which derive entropy33

from low level physical variation in components. A PUF34

typically consists of a circuit that can accept some set of35

input challenges and derive an output response based on the36

challenge and entropy extracted from the low level hardware37

variances in the circuit components. The PUF response acts as38

a unique “fingerprint” for the circuit as the low-level variations39

that dictate the response cannot be selected without access to40

a process orders of magnitude more precise than that used to41

produce the PUF itself.42

Despite close to two decades of research on PUFs there43

has been minimal adoption of the discrete circuit PUFs which44
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comprise the majority of research to date. In part, this is due 45

to the difficulty in implementation. PUFs are often touted as 46

being well suited to resource constrained device and in partic- 47

ular IoT devices but introducing new and unfamiliar hardware 48

components into existing designs requires a cost in develop- 49

ment resources that on balance does not seem to appeal to 50

many device manufacturers. 51

It is perhaps because of this that the most widely used sub- 52

category of PUFs at present are Intrinsic PUFs. These PUFs 53

do not use a dedicated circuit to produce the PUF response but 54

rather extract the entropy from components in circuitry already 55

present in the target system. In many senses, this is ideal as 56

it avoids the overheads of discrete circuit PUFs with many 57

Intrinsic PUFs able to be implemented entirely through soft- 58

ware on existing devices. However, such PUFs are restricted 59

to devices that contain the necessary base hardware. Due to 60

this, the development of practical Intrinsic PUF designs for as 61

broad a range of base hardware as possible is vital. 62

A. PUF Fundamentals 63

The underlying entropy sources for a given PUF design vary 64

substantially. The variance in almost any component property 65

can be used as the entropy source with the right extraction 66

mechanism. For example, in Arbiter PUFs [6], two nominally 67

identical sets of delay stages are used, with an arbiter at the 68

end outputting a 1 or 0 depending on whether the upper or 69

lower path executes faster, which is determined by low-level 70

variance in the delay elements themselves. Similarly, ring- 71

oscillator (RO) PUFs [3], [4] use loops of delay elements to 72

generate frequencies determined by the delay component vari- 73

ances. Comparing two of these frequencies generates a single 74

bit of the response depending on which frequency is higher. 75

Other entropy sources include the startup state of SRAM 76

cells [1], the point-of-failure frequency in overclocked pro- 77

cessor cores [5], and the stable state of cross coupled latch 78

cells on FPGA [7]. 79

While the specifics of the hardware implementations are 80

highly varied between PUF designs, at a higher level all PUFs 81

can be conceptualised as a some kind of physically rooted 82

function which cannot be easily cloned. It is sufficient to 83

understand that the PUF function accepts some set of chal- 84

lenges as input and produces a corresponding set of responses 85

as output. Any instance of a PUF should produce a unique 86

response set to the set of challenges. This property is called 87

uniqueness and is derived from the interdevice Hamming 88

distance. However, within a given PUF instance the same chal- 89

lenge should consistently produce the same response under 90

repeated measurements. This property is called reliability and 91

is calculated from the Hamming distance between repeated 92
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measurements of the same PUF. Ideally, a PUF should also93

show minimal bias toward binary 0 or 1 in the response set.94

PUFs in practice are most commonly used in two applica-95

tions. The first and simpler is as a source of secret information96

for use in cryptographic algorithms. In this case, the PUF,97

which may have only a single valid challenge and response,98

provides some secret hardware derived value when prompted99

which is fed into a standard cryptographic function. In100

effect, the PUF serves as an alternative to storing the secret101

information in ROM or similar techniques.102

The second use case is for device ID and authentication. In103

this case, it is generally assumed that this process is centrally104

managed in some way, with a central device controlling the105

authentication of many other devices. This requires the enrol-106

ment of each PUF instance on creation. Enrolment involves107

the characterization of the full set of challenges and responses,108

such that the controlling device has a record of the expected109

response of each PUF instance to each possible challenge.110

When a device needs to be authenticated one of this set of111

challenges is selected and sent to that device, which passes it112

to the PUF circuit and returns the response. If the response113

matches that derived at enrolment then the identity of the target114

device is verified. This challenge-response verification process115

is referred to as a PUF query.116

B. PUF Classification117

When discussing PUFs it is often useful to classify them as118

“Weak” or “Strong.” This is not a measure of the attack resis-119

tance of a PUF but is rather based on the size of the challenge-120

response space—that is, how many unique challenge-response121

pairs (CRPs) that are possible for a given PUF design. Weak122

PUFs have only a single or small amount of CRPs, while123

strong PUFs have a large CR space with the number of CRPs124

ideally increasing exponentially as the number of challenge125

bits is increased.126

Strong PUFs, due to the large set of CRPs, can in theory127

be used for device authentication without additional crypto-128

graphic hardware. However, they are also vulnerable to certain129

attacks, particularly machine learning (ML)-based attacks.130

Many of the most well known PUF designs, such as the RO131

PUF [3], [4] or the Arbiter PUF [6] are strong PUFs. While132

there have been substantial efforts to mitigate the issues with133

strong PUFs they have yet to see adoption in the industry on134

the level of weak PUFs.135

Weak PUFs are more limited in application but less vulner-136

able to ML attacks due to the small CRP space not allowing137

an attacker to build a large enough training dataset. Weak138

PUFs are mainly used for the generation of small amounts139

of secret information, as True Random Number Generators,140

and to generate hardware derived identifiers. Weak PUFs have141

seen substantial adoption in industry, particularly the SRAM142

PUF [1], a variant of which is deployed in many commercial143

FPGA accelerator cards.144

C. Intrinsic PUFs145

Intrinsic PUFs are a subset of PUF designs that form the146

PUF response by extracting entropy from hardware already147

present in a system. Truly intrinsic PUFs require no modifica- 148

tion or addition of hardware whatsoever instead using existing 149

software and hardware functions to extract the entropy from 150

the underlying hardware. This has obvious benefits as it can 151

add a layer of hardware rooted security into a system while 152

requiring no additional hardware resources. Intrinsic PUFs 153

extract additional security functionality from components that 154

will be used in the system regardless. The main drawback to 155

Intrinsic PUFs is that by their very nature they can only be 156

implemented in systems that have specific hardware already 157

present. While it is entirely possible to add hardware to allow 158

for an Intrinsic PUF, this negates most of the benefits of these 159

PUFs over discrete circuit PUFs. 160

The most well studied intrinsic PUF design is the SRAM 161

PUF [1]. When powered on SRAM cells enter into an unsta- 162

ble state which will fall into either a 1 or 0, with the bias 163

of a cell toward either value determined by variances in the 164

cell components. The PUF response is derived from the set 165

of power-on values of the memory cells. In the most basic 166

form this bit pattern is simply used unaltered as the response 167

with more advanced methods also being used to improve the 168

uniqueness and reliability of the PUF response. As the single 169

PUF challenge in this case is to power cycle the memory mod- 170

ule the viable use cases of this design are limited. Designs for 171

memory intrinsic PUFs based on other memory technologies, 172

such as DRAM have also been proposed. These are discussed 173

in greater detail in Section II. As with the SRAM PUF spe- 174

cific conditions are required for the PUF to be viable in a 175

given system. 176

D. Contributions and Outline 177

In this article, we introduce a novel sets of algorithms 178

for extracting PUF responses from commodity-off-the-shelf 179

(COTS) DRAM memory modules by leveraging internal 180

memory timing parameters. These algorithms provide a purely 181

software-based in-runtime intrinsic DRAM PUF. Further, they 182

improve upon existing comparable designs by greatly low- 183

ering the system disruption required to query the PUF. We 184

demonstrate the proposed design on unaltered COTS comput- 185

ing systems running a live Linux OS. From this, we present 186

a dataset based on 1820 discrete DRAM chips, which is the 187

largest of its kind to date to the best knowledge of the authors 188

at the time of writing. This dataset is provided freely for the 189

use of the research community. Finally, we use this dataset to 190

analyse the quality of the proposed PUF design, demonstrat- 191

ing that it exhibits near ideal uniqueness and good reliability. 192

Further, we demonstrate that at the cost of increased memory 193

overheads the reliability can be improved to a near ideal 194

value. The contributions of this article can be summarized as 195

follows. 196

1) A novel implementation of the latency-based DRAM 197

PUF concept with a new set of algorithms for PUF 198

enrolment and query which reduce the critical period 199

of system disruption by up to 96% to below 31 ms in 200

the worst case and 3 ms on average. 201

2) A demonstration of the proposed design on live desk- 202

top systems, using only COTS hardware and a widely 203
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Fig. 1. DRAM structure for a standard DIMM [8].

used OS (Ubuntu Linux). Results from six individual204

machines are presented.205

3) A large scale dataset using a measurements from over206

1800 COTS DRAM chips from three manufacturers207

and in two form factors [dual in-line memory module208

(DIMM) and small outline DIMM (SODIMM)]. This209

is by a substantive amount the largest dataset of its210

kind to date and is provided for the use of the research211

community.212

4) An analysis of the performance of the proposed design213

taking into account the standard metrics of unique-214

ness and reliability, the bias of individual responses,215

the required query time, and the overheads required to216

implement the proposed design.217

II. BACKGROUND AND LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING218

DRAM PUFS219

A. DRAM Structure220

The fundamental storage medium of DRAM is an array of221

capacitive cells, gated by transistors with each cell storing a222

single bit of data. The data bit stored depends on the charge223

of the capacitor—in general a charged capacitor equates to224

a binary 1 and a discharged capacitor to a binary 0. This is225

a simplification of the hardware level operations, where in226

practice there exist both cells and anti-cells which are inverted227

in terms of what level of charge equates to each value.228

These cells are arranged into a grid of rows and columns229

referred to as a bank. There will usually be many such banks in230

a single DRAM chip. Often, multiple chips are combined into231

a rank which share a single chip select. While individual chips232

are deployed the most recognizable form factor for DRAM is233

the DIMM which incorporates multiple chips. Another com-234

mon form factor is the SODIMM which is used in smaller235

form factor devices.236

B. DRAM Volatility and the Refresh Cycle 237

DRAM cells are inherently volatile. Over time due to leak- 238

ages the value stored in a cell will decay and eventually a bit 239

flip may occur depending on the stable state of that particular 240

cell. In order to retain the memory values the entire memory 241

must be refreshed periodically. This is done by reading the 242

value in each cell and writing it back. In modern DRAM this is 243

controlled and carried out by dedicated refresh cycle circuitry. 244

C. DRAM Operations and Timings 245

Due to the multiple steps involved in internal memory 246

operations and the inherent latency of some of these steps 247

certain delays are introduced to ensure correct functionality. 248

These delays are dictated by timing parameters imposed by 249

the memory controller. The safe range for each parameter is 250

specified by the device manufacturer. In most systems these 251

parameters can be changed at the BIOS level, and can be 252

adjusted to improve either the performance or the stability 253

of the memory in a system. If timings are lowered past the 254

lower limit given by the manufacturer the stability of memory 255

operations can no longer be guaranteed resulting in undefined 256

behavior, though depending on the exact circumstances the 257

system may still be able to function with “unsafe” values for 258

some timings. 259

A timing value that is critical in this work is tRCD. This 260

is the required delay between the row address strobe (RAS) 261

signal which selects a row to perform the operation on, and 262

the column address strobe (CAS) signal which selects a col- 263

umn within the row. When tRCD is given a value below the 264

recommended limit the memory enters an undefined state in 265

which read operations return incorrect values for some or all 266

of the bits being read. This property is discussed in greater 267

detail in later sections. 268

D. DRAM-Based PUFs 269

As a ubiquitous technology found in a wide range of 270

devices the idea of using DRAM as the core hardware for 271

an Intrinsic PUF has been explored in several works. While 272

some designs exploiting more obscure properties of DRAM 273

have been proposed, such as the Rowhammer Effect PUF [10] 274

the majority of DRAM PUF designs proposed to date fall 275

into one of two categories: 1) the more well studied Retention 276

PUFs which use the refresh cycle to extract entropy and 2) the 277

recently proposed Latency PUFs which use the latency of 278

operations to do so. 279

E. DRAM Retention PUFs 280

The DRAM Retention PUF proposed by 281

Tehranipoor et al. [2] exploited the volatile nature of 282

DRAM cells to extract entropy based on either the drainage 283

rate or the stability of cells. Nominally the charge of a cell 284

containing a 1 and the rate at which that cell discharges 285

should be fixed. In practice this is not the case as due to 286

process variation in the various components the real values 287

vary within an acceptable range centred around the nominal 288

value. This variance is marginal and hence does not impact 289

the normal functions of the memory. 290
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Fig. 2. Diagram showing the timings used in a burst read operation [9].

The Retention PUF exploits this by filling a segment of291

DRAM with a bit pattern and then disabling the refresh cycle292

of the memory. If the components all had the exact nominal293

values this would result in a period of normal operation until294

a fixed period had passed, at which point the charge leak-295

age would be enough that all the bits would flip. In practice,296

however, each cell leaks at a slightly different rate with some297

cells flipping after only a short period and others retaining their298

value for much longer. Further, the distribution of the fast flip-299

ping cells and the slow flipping cells is highly random across300

commercial DRAM giving this type of PUF high uniqueness.301

By stopping the refresh cycle and reading the memory back302

after a fixed period a bit pattern unique to that memory seg-303

ment is generated. In a following work it was also shown that304

a PUF of this type is fairly resistant to degradation due to305

ageing [12].306

The initial proof-of-concept Retention PUF designs suffered307

from the requirement for a lengthy period in the order of308

minutes to allow for the decay of cells before the response309

could be read. In addition, it was unclear if the PUF response310

could be generated in-runtime on a real system without mod-311

ification (i.e., as a truly intrinsic PUF). Sutar et al. later312

proposed means by which the query time could be reduced313

to between 20 and 60 s [13] while Schaler, Xiong et al. [14]314

and Schaller et al. [15] demonstrated the viability of using a315

Retention PUF on a commodity system, either by generating316

the response at boot or by generating the response in-runtime317

while manually refreshing key parts of memory to prevent a318

system crash.319

Despite the advances from the original proposal in terms of320

practical implementation and query time, there are still seri-321

ous drawbacks to the Retention PUF, either the response must322

be generated at boot (and may not be regenerated during run-323

time) or the response can be generated in-runtime but with324

substantial limitations on the system for the query duration 325

due to the need to reserve sections of memory and the com- 326

putational cost of manually refreshing key areas of memory 327

to prevent instability. To date in most designs this period is 328

in the order of several minutes and in all designs it is at 329

minimum 20 s. 330

F. DRAM Latency PUFs 331

As a response to the technical challenges inherent to DRAM 332

Retention PUFs Kim et al. [11] proposed the DRAM Latency 333

PUF. Rather than using cell decay as the entropy source this 334

design exploits the latency-stability tradeoff of modern DRAM 335

to extract entropy by placing the memory into a state of unde- 336

fined behavior through the manipulation of timing parameters. 337

By lowering specific timing parameters, such as tRCD, beyond 338

the normal lower bound the memory is placed into a state 339

where read operations do not return the values held in memory 340

but instead return a pattern derived from both the memory val- 341

ues and the low-level variances in the DRAM circuitry. The 342

resultant error patterns are repeatable within a given piece of 343

hardware and form the PUF response. 344

This PUF has several advantages over the Retention PUF. 345

Like some of the more recent Retention PUF proposals it 346

is in theory viable for use in-runtime so long as the system 347

allows in-runtime changing of timing parameters. This means 348

it can be used for authentication within a standard challenge- 349

response framework. Like the Retention PUF it exhibits high 350

uniqueness. Most importantly it requires only a relatively short 351

query time in the order of 88 ms to generate an 8 KiB response, 352

a substantial improvement over the Retention PUF. 353

In this work, we propose a novel PUF based on the latency 354

PUF concept which works to further minimize the query time. 355

We will demonstrate that by the careful selection of bit patterns 356

and a more efficient query scheme that the key period of 357
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system disruption can be reduced to just 3 ms while retaining358

excellent uniqueness and high reliability.359

III. PROPOSED PUF DESIGN360

In this section, we present a set of novel algorithms that361

allow for the extraction of PUF responses from COTS DRAM362

memory by exploiting the behavior of memory with extremely363

reduced timing parameter values. This new approach leads to364

drastic reductions in the critical period during which memory365

must be reserved for PUF use thus minimizing system dis-366

ruption while maintaining near ideal performance in other367

metrics.368

The proposed design is a Weak PUF. The design can pro-369

duce a CRP set equal in size to twice the available memory370

size. While in many cases this will be relatively large it371

increases only linearly with PUF segment size. As such the372

operating assumption is that the proposed PUF will be used373

as a Weak PUF to generate hardware rooted identifiers. The374

enrolment and query algorithms and the threat model have375

been chosen with this in mind.376

A. Challenge-Response Mechanism377

In the proposed design the PUF challenge consists of a set378

of values to set each timing parameter to combined with a379

series of offsets used to target sections of the PUF segment.380

By default, the timing parameter changes are simply to set381

tRCD to the lowest possible value which is sufficient to extract382

entropy from the hardware. Supplementary to this is the start383

address of the memory segment reserved for the PUF and a bit-384

pattern which will be written into it prior to query. As this data385

is static and does not reveal any information about the PUF386

response to an adversary without root access it can be stored on387

the target device in order to reduce the size of the challenge,388

or provided as part of the challenge for additional security.389

The PUF response consists of a number of bits specified in390

the challenge returned as a series of 32 b segments. These391

segments are concatenated without further post-processing to392

produce the final response.393

The enrolment process and challenge-response mechanism394

used have been designed with the aim of minimizing the query395

time (and hence, the amount of system disruption) while max-396

imizing the entropy of the PUF. The reasoning for how the397

challenge values, memory segment, and bit-pattern are selected398

is detailed in the following sections.399

B. Enrolment400

The bit pattern held in memory when the PUF is queried401

has a significant impact on the generated response. In previous402

works fixed bit patterns have been used in which the memory403

segment is filled with all 1’s, all 0’s, or some other regular pat-404

tern, such as alternating 1’s and 0’s. This approach is relatively405

simple but does not extract the maximum available entropy406

from each memory cell, as we observed that the responses407

generated using the same memory segment but inverted bit408

patterns were distinct and could exhibit markedly different409

characteristics in terms of the probability of bit flip and the410

reliability of bit flips. This observation and how it was reached 411

is discussed in further detail in Section V. 412

As such the key goal and contribution of the novel enrol- 413

ment algorithms presented here is in the derivation of nonreg- 414

ular mixed bit patterns which optimize the PUF response in 415

terms of reliability such that fewer repeated queries are needed 416

to acquire error-corrected responses, with a corresponding 417

improvement in the critical period of system disruption when 418

querying the PUF. This new approach also has the advantage 419

of exhibiting similar near ideal uniqueness values to compara- 420

ble works, despite optimizing for reliability and speed rather 421

than other metrics. 422

1) Changes to the Method of Entropy Extraction: Unlike 423

the approach in [11] where a count of the number of read 424

failures is used to determine the PUF response bits, here the 425

output of the read operations is used directly as the PUF 426

response and all error correction and post-processing is per- 427

formed after the query has finished. While the end result is 428

fairly similar, our approach allows for a further reduction in 429

the amount of system disruption by performing any process- 430

ing on the data after reserved memory has been released and 431

normal operation restored. In Section V—PUF analysis it will 432

be shown that this approach can produce a sufficiently robust 433

PUF with the only tradeoff being an increase to memory 434

overheads. 435

2) Initial Characterisation: The enrolment process starts 436

with characterizing the response of the PUF segment for a bit 437

pattern of all 1’s and also for an all 0 b pattern over a large 438

number of repeated measurements, n. The result of this will 439

be a set of n responses for each solid bit pattern. 440

3) Granularity of Characterisation: It may seem intuitive 441

that in deriving a mixed it pattern that the responses should 442

be analysed on a bitwise basis. We found that this approach 443

while certainly possible produced no better results in prac- 444

tice than analysing each 32-b subsegment while requiring a 445

substantially more complex enrolment process. Further, if this 446

bitwise derivation is used, then a bit pattern equal in size to the 447

PUF memory segment must be stored on device, or transmit- 448

ted as part of the PUF challenge. As such the 32-b response 449

from each single read operation is taken as a discrete unit and 450

kept or discarded as a whole. This means the mixed bit pattern 451

will consist of alternating blocks of 32-b solid patterns of 1 452

or 0 and the mixed pattern can be stored using only 1-b per 453

32-b of the output response. 454

4) Calculating the Reliability of Subsegments: The key 455

metric to select for in the mixed bit pattern is reliability as this 456

allows for minimal repetition during query and corresponding 457

reductions in query time. In addition, the reliability of sub- 458

segments is sufficiently randomly distributed that selecting for 459

reliability does not lower the uniqueness of PUF responses 460

significantly from what can be achieved using a regularly 461

alternating pattern of 0 and 1. This is detailed further in 462

Section V. To calculate reliability for each subsegment first 463

simple error correction is performed on the n repeat mea- 464

surements to derive a reference value. Reliability for each 465

subsegment is then calculated in reference to this value using 466

the equation in Section V-B. This operation is performed on 467

every characterized sub segment for both solid bit patterns. 468
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5) Filtering of Zero Entropy Responses: We observed that469

in certain devices there would be segments of memory that470

produce no bit-flips under any of the possible PUF setups for471

one or both of the inputs. Including these segments would472

lower the entropy of the response. Further, if selecting for473

reliability a disproportionate number of these segments will474

be included as they will be near or at 100% reliability. In475

cases where one input produces bit flips and the other does476

not one value can be discarded immediately and the reliability477

calculation skipped for that segment. If neither input produces478

any bit flips then the location must be flagged and excluded479

from the final CRP set. Again this improves the quality of the480

response at the expense of further memory overheads.481

6) Deriving the Optimal Bit Pattern: For all subsegments482

which are not yet determined the value of that 32 b subseg-483

ment in the mixed bit pattern is simply the value of whichever484

bit pattern produced the more reliable response. Thus, the final485

pattern should consist of only subsegments in which at least486

one pattern exhibited entropy. If only one pattern exhibited487

entropy the value of the subsegment in the mixed pattern is488

whichever solid pattern produced entropy. If both solid patterns489

exhibited entropy then the value in the mixed bit pattern sub-490

segment is whichever solid pattern produced the most reliable491

response.492

Optionally a further step can be taken to filter out unreliable493

responses by repeating some of the previous step using the494

derived bit pattern. This allows a certain degree of control495

over the reliability of the overall CRP set but at the expense496

of lowering the size of the set. This can be compensated for497

by increasing the PUF segment size if the increased overheads498

can be tolerated. In Section V—PUF analysis it is shown that499

it is possible to use this technique to produce a PUF with a500

minimum reliability of 99% for all CRPs.501

Through burst reads of memory offsets found to exhibit high502

reliability and the use of a derived bit pattern which further503

enhances reliability the throughput of the PUF is maximized504

and the critical period of system disruption minimized. The505

result is a PUF which has a greatly reduced query time while506

maintaining high performance on key metrics.507

C. Query508

Much of the complexity in the operation of the proposed509

design is in the initial enrolment phase. Once the PUF has been510

enrolled the PUF query that will be performed on the target511

system is much simpler and lightweight. Once the bit pattern512

and map of memory locations is enrolled to query the PUF all513

that is needed is to reserve the PUF memory segment, write the514

known bit-pattern into the segment, lower the timing param-515

eters to the specified values, and read the memory location516

at each specified offset. As the timing parameters associated517

with write operations remain unchanged the PUF response can518

be stored in any part of memory, including the same area of519

memory as the PUF segment if desired.520

D. Selection of Parameter Values521

The selection of the timing values is a key factor in getting522

a useful CRP set from the proposed design. In all cases, the523

tRCD timing parameter must be lowered enough to initiate 524

an unstable state. The point at which this state is initiated is 525

heavily dependant on the specifics of the memory controller 526

and the DRAM itself. In cases where this point is unknown 527

or uncertain it is viable to simply select the lowest possible 528

value for tRCD. Other timing parameters may be lowered in 529

conjunction with tRCD to varying effect but the exact results 530

of this and the means of selecting these parameters is outside 531

the scope of this work. 532

During the enrolment stage the number of repeated mea- 533

surements used to characterize the PUF can be varied, with 534

smaller numbers of repetitions speeding up the enrolment pro- 535

cess but higher numbers providing more accurate values for 536

reliability. In the experiments used in this work 100 rep- 537

etitions were used. Likewise, when querying the PUF the 538

number of repetitions presents a similar tradeoff between query 539

speed and the accuracy of the error corrected response. In all 540
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measurements taken in this work ten repeated measurements541

were used.542

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODOLOGY543

The following section details the hardware and process used544

to derive the dataset used in the analysis in Section V.545

A. Testing Platforms546

The platforms used to perform the experiments consisted547

of a set of three COTS desktop systems for testing DRAM548

in the DIMM form factor and a further three laptop systems549

for testing SODIMM form factor memory. Each device in the550

testbed contained an AMD A-series processor and was running551

a live instance of Ubuntu Linux 16.04.552

The PUF itself was implemented as a set of Linux drivers553

which could be activated to perform individual queries or to554

perform a full enrolment of the PUF. As all test devices con-555

tained related models of AMD processors using the same556

memory controller architecture this driver was able to be557

ported to each device with only minimal changes. A more558

detailed description of the technical challenges of implement-559

ing the PUF is provided in Section V.560

The datasets were taken from a set of 1824 discrete DRAM561

chips from three different manufacturers and in two form562

factors. Of these 120 chips were from Apacer DRAM in563

SODIMM form factor, 904 were from QUMOX DRAM in564

DIMM form factor, and the remaining 800 were from Kingston565

DRAM in DIMM form factor.566

B. Experimental Methodology and Dataset567

When extracting data from the test devices the follow-568

ing methodology was used. From each DRAM chip a569

representative 4 KB key was generated for the solid bit patterns 570

0xFFFFFFFF and 0x00000000, respectively. This was taken 571

from a contiguous 4KB segment with the same starting offset 572

relative to each chip. This segment was queried under eleven 573

parameter sets and repeated ten times within each set, produc- 574

ing an array of 11×10×8 KB for each chip. All tests were 575

performed at nominal supply voltage and at room temperature. 576

In addition to more accurately measure the timing of the 577

critical period of system disruption a single set of ten 40 KB 578

segments was generated from each chip starting at the same 579

base offset under the default timing parameters of tRCD = 0. 580

As a key part of this work is the reduction in system disrup- 581

tion in order to measure this accurately the experiments were 582

performed while the system was live and running the same set 583

of background processes. 584

The full dataset is made openly available for the use 585

of the research community and can be downloaded at 586

10.6084/m9.figshare.12149799. 587

V. PUF ANALYSIS 588

In this section, we present an analysis of the gathered data, 589

focusing on the key metrics of reliability, uniqueness, and 590

query time. Further, we give an analysis of the bias of response 591

bits across the gathered responses. Finally, an analysis of the 592

overheads required in implementing the design is provided. 593

A. Uniqueness 594

Uniqueness is a metric that measures how distinct the PUF 595

response of a given instance is likely to be from all the other 596

instances in a population. It is calculated by measuring the 597

interchip Hamming distance between each the devices in a 598

population of m devices. The ideal value of this metric is 50%. 599

The calculation used in this article is as follows, where a key 600

of n bits has been generated from a population of m devices: 601

U = 2

m(m − 1)

m−1∑

i=1

m∑

j=i+1

HD(Ri, Rj)

n
× 100%. (1) 602

While the memory used in these experiments is all stan- 603

dards compliant DDR memory, the precise specifications and 604

layout of memory components contributing to the entropy of 605

the PUF will not be identical across chips made by different 606

manufacturers. As such we have calculated both the overall 607

uniqueness for the entire population of devices from all man- 608

ufacturers, and on a per manufacturer basis. As can be seen 609

in Fig. 3 and Table I there is a substantial variance in PUF 610

uniqueness from manufacturer to manufacturer. 611

It can be observed from Fig. 3 that when using a solid 612

bit-pattern in memory (0x00000000 or 0xFFFFFFFF) the 613

uniqueness is generally poor and varies substantially between 614

manufacturers, with the median value of Kingston being above 615

25% while the median value for Apacer is below 10%. 616

However, when using a mixed bit-pattern (see Algorithm 4) 617

the uniqueness increases substantially, becoming close to the 618

ideal value and generally more consistent, as can be seen in 619

Fig. 4. 620

This can be attributed to several factors. First the solid 621

bit-pattern responses are heavily biased toward the pattern 622
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Fig. 3. Uniqueness of solid bit-pattern 32-b responses.

TABLE I
INTERCHIP UNIQUENESS FOR EACH MANUFACTURER WITH SOLID AND

MIXED BIT-PATTERNS

value. This reduces uniqueness as all of the response bits are623

weighted toward a certain value meaning the odds of two chips624

having similar responses similarly increases. However, as can625

be seen in Fig. 5 the bias for each bit-patterns is proportional626

to the other but inverted.627

This means so long as the selection criteria used to gener-628

ate the mixed bit-pattern results in roughly equal amounts of629

segments with each bit-pattern and that there is no correlation630

between which segments use each bit-pattern in a given PUF631

Fig. 4. Uniqueness of mixed bit-pattern 32-b responses.

Fig. 5. Hamming Weights of 32-b responses within Apacer chips using
various input values.

instance then the biases are canceled out, resulting in minimal 632

bias in the overall PUF responses with mixed bit-patterns. It 633

can be seen in Fig. 5 that this does occur in practice. 634

The variances which dictate the nature of the PUF response 635

seem to be distributed across the memory structure with a 636

high degree of randomness. This is consistent with the find- 637

ings of previous works albeit with a more complex set of 638

properties contributing to the overall result. As the PUF is 639

exploiting latency in the internal memory commands some 640

part of the entropy likely comes from the circuitry relating to 641

these operations. Further, some variance was observed between 642

the response of the same chips on different test devices under 643

the same test conditions, implying that the memory controller 644

itself may act as a partial entropy source. 645

Despite these factors playing some role we propose that the 646

primary entropy source is from the DRAM cells, more specif- 647

ically in the charge and discharge rates of the cell capacitors. 648

From the data we observed no obvious correlation between 649

the probability of bit-flips in cells when they contain a 1 or 0. 650

That is, a cell which reliably flips when containing one value 651

is no more or less likely to exhibit the same behavior when 652
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TABLE II
RELIABILITY AND PROPORTION OF HIGH RELIABILITY (ABOVE 99%)

32-B SEGMENTS FOR EACH MANUFACTURER

containing the inverse value. From this the most likely expla-653

nation is that the cell charge and discharge rate are the main654

entropy source for each value, respectively, and that these two655

variables are independent of one another.656

B. Reliability657

The ability of the PUF to generate keys consistently is of658

paramount importance. Reliability is a metric which measures659

the ability of a PUF design to generate the same response to660

a given challenge over repeated measurements. In this arti-661

cle, reliability has been calculated as follows, for m repeat662

measurements of n bit keys:663

Rel = 1

m

m∑

i=1

HD(Rref, Ri)

n
× 100%. (2)664

We observed that the manner in which the memory is read665

during a PUF query has a significant impact on the stability of666

the PUF. The larger the contiguous segment queried the more667

unstable the responses became. This is not a product of the668

DRAM cells as querying the same cells in smaller sections669

produced stable results. In practice, we found that querying670

more than a few KB continuously led to a degradation of671

results. Where larger keys are desired they can be broken down672

into smaller queries of a sustainable size.673

Reliability is generally high with values ranging from674

80%–100%. The worst reliability is found in the QUMOX675

chips with a mean value of 88%. As an unreliable response676

requires more error correction when optimizing for minimal677

query time it is best to use only the most reliable segments. As678

this excludes some percentage of the CRP set a larger PUF seg-679

ment is needed to generate a response of the desired size. As680

can be seen in Table II if a cutoff of 99% is chosen the propor-681

tion of suitable segments varies highly between manufacturers682

but remains above 2.5%. These values have been used when683

calculating the required memory overheads in Section V-C.684

C. Speed and Overheads685

In order to minimize the disruption to the overall system the686

critical period during which memory must be reserved for PUF687

use must be made as short as possible. In the design proposed688

in [11] the average time for generating an 8 KiB key reliably is689

88 ms. As can be seen in Table III our proposed design reduces690

this critical period to an average of 3 ms per query, a reduction691

of 96%. Even if ten repeated measurements are taken for the692

purposes of error correction as in the experiments in this work693

the query time is only on average 30.3 ms, a reduction of 65%.694

TABLE III
MEAN QUERY TIME AND OVERHEAD FOR AN 8 KIB SEGMENT

This improvement comes mainly from two factors. First, 695

by using the results of the read operations directly to form the 696

response and by performing the processing for this formation 697

after the PUF memory has been released and timings restored 698

the period in which the PUF disrupts the system is kept to 699

a minimum. Additionally, using the new proposed enrolment 700

and query scheme to create a set of CRPs with near ideal reli- 701

ability allows for a reduction in the number of read operations 702

required to produce a response. 703

The main drawback of this approach is that it substan- 704

tially increases the memory needed for the PUF. In the worst 705

case only 2.5% of segments provide sufficient reliability to be 706

considered ideal meaning that, as can be seen in Table III, 707

to generate an 8 KiB response requires almost 300 KiB of 708

memory for PUF use. However, in comparison to the capac- 709

ity of most DRAM chips these overheads are still manageable 710

and the balance of overhead to query time can be controlled 711

by adjusting the threshold at which a segment is considered 712

ideal. Furthermore, these overheads are required only while 713

the PUF is operating and do not need to be reserved exclu- 714

sively for PUF use. It is entirely possible to move data out of 715

the PUF segment, perform the query, and restore the previous 716

values, though this does incur some computational costs. It 717

is also important to note that while a segment of 8 KiB has 718

been evaluated for the purposes of timing analysis in prac- 719

tice the response size needed for device authentication and 720

the corresponding overheads will be much smaller. 721

D. Potential Vulnerabilities and Security Concerns 722

The threat model for fully intrinsic PUFs, such as the 723

proposed design is not identical to that models used with more 724

conventional PUF designs. As such it is useful to discuss some 725

of the contingencies which would need to be considered if 726

using a PUF of this type in practice. 727

The major difference is the method of accessing PUF 728

entropy—namely, the lowering of timing parameters in 729

memory. In systems where this functionality exists it is a nor- 730

mal, if somewhat obscure, function of the memory controller. 731

This means that if an attacker gains root access they can easily 732

trigger the PUF. This is largely consistent with any PUF inte- 733

grated into a complex system. If an adversary has control of 734

the controlling system, they can access the PUF. The PUF, at 735

least in the case of the proposed design, is a mean to authen- 736

ticate devices, not a means in itself to secure the device from 737

illicit access. What is different in fully intrinsic PUFs is that 738

we cannot add any hardware which might limit the rate of this 739

access without rendering them nonintrinsic. 740
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Should an attacker gain full root access they can perform the741

same enrolment procedure as the device owner did to derive742

the full set of CRPs. This will take a considerable amount of743

time (in the order of 100 or 1000 times longer than generating744

the keys from a known challenge) and if they do not have745

helper data like the area of memory used for the PUF they746

may have to also perform this process for the entire memory747

of the device. While this is being done device operation will748

be limited by necessity and this may allow the attack to be749

detected if it disrupts device operations to the point that other750

nodes can detect the discrepancy. However, a clever adversary751

will perform this attack piecemeal so as to avoid detection.752

Once the full CRP set is collected the attacker has a digital753

model of that particular device that can be used to impersonate754

it, but this would not be transferable to another device of the755

same type as PUF CRP sets are unique to a specific item of756

hardware.757

Each cell provides a distinct entropy source, meaning that758

acquiring the CRP data for a given memory segment does not759

allow the prediction through modeling of other segments in760

the same chip. We can conceptualize the proposed design as761

a weak PUF in the vein of SRAM PUF, with two CRPs that762

have very large responses and can be divided and recombined763

to form a response of the desired size. ML modeling attacks764

are therefore not applicable to the proposed design.765

If an attacker were to gain root access to the system it is766

entirely possible to use the PUF query mechanism without the767

careful segregation of memory channels in order to destabi-768

lize the system and force a crash. It is worth noting this is769

not actually a weakness of the PUF design specifically, and770

could be done in any system with the right memory controller771

regardless of whether it was being used for PUF response gen-772

eration. Likewise, a sufficiently knowledgeable adversary with773

root access has many options for crashing a system, many of774

which are easier to perform than this method.775

If we assume that the attacker only has root access for a lim-776

ited window then acquiring the CRP set becomes a nontrivial777

challenge. The enrolment process takes considerable time, and778

the attacker must possess helper data to know which memory779

segment to target. It would be possible for an attacker to gather780

the CRP set relatively quickly if the challenge set is known, but781

as this set is not held on device they attacker would have to first782

compromise the authentication server or perform some kind of783

man-in-the-middle attack to gradually gather the challenge set784

by listening in on normal operations.785

In general, as is the case with any individual security prim-786

itive, there are means by which a sufficiently knowledgeable787

and resourced adversary can compromise a PUF of this type.788

It is important, therefore, to keep in mind that this PUF789

provides only an element of hardware derived authentica-790

tion and cannot be relied on as a means of device security791

in and of itself, but rather should be integrated into exist-792

ing security mechanism as an additional assurance of device793

authenticity. Hardware rooted security is not a silver bullet. It794

is simply another hurdle for adversaries to overcome before795

they can compromise a system, and critically which requires796

different knowledge to attack than other aspects of system797

security.798

E. Technical Challenges of Implementation 799

There are several difficulties inherent in implementing a 800

DRAM latency PUF on commodity hardware. In this section 801

we discuss the technical challenges which must be overcome 802

when integrating a PUF of this type into a COTS system. 803

1) Memory Controller Requirements: A dynamic memory 804

controller (DMC) which has in-runtime access to tim- 805

ing parameters is needed. This is not insurmountable as 806

many existing architectures use such a memory controller. 807

Snapdragon processors for mobile phones have this capability, 808

as do the majority of server and HPC processor architectures. 809

At the level of desktop computing AMD processors use a 810

DMC on all multichannel systems. The testbeds used in this 811

article all use AMD processors for this reason. Nonetheless, 812

it limits the viable platforms for implementing a PUF of this 813

type. In architectures, where this functionality is present it is 814

a low level operation of the memory controller and so must 815

be implemented at a level where direct control of the memory 816

controller is possible. A major factor in how well a PUF of 817

this type can be implemented is the granularity of the memory 818

controller. Ideally the timing parameters would be modified 819

for only a single bank of memory, so that disruption to the 820

system is minimal. In practice depending on the specifics of 821

the memory controller the granularity may in fact only be to 822

the level of a chip, a rank, or an entire memory channel. In 823

the case of our experimental testbeds this function was only 824

possible at the level of memory channels, meaning that during 825

PUF operation an entire memory channel had to be rendered 826

temporarily inaccessible. 827

2) Maintaining System Stability: In the case where the 828

smallest section of memory that can have timing values altered 829

is relatively large there is a real technical challenge in lowering 830

these parameters without destabilizing the entire system. This 831

is because when the timings are lowered to the required levels, 832

while the data in memory remains unaltered, read operations 833

during this period will return junk data. If a critical process 834

attempts to do this it will cause severe problems. This means 835

that before the PUF is triggered it must be ensured that there 836

is no data in the same channel being used by the PUF which 837

is required by any critical process. It must also be ensured 838

that noncritical processes either do not have any necessary 839

data held in this part of memory, or that those processes are 840

paused for the duration of the PUF query. This is not a trivial 841

task, though it is worth noting that the query time as listed in 842

Section V-C is for a much larger response than would be used 843

in practice. The query time required to generate an authentica- 844

tion ID in a real system would likely be no more than 100 ms 845

(for a 2048 b ID). 846

Similarly, there are challenges in regards to the management 847

of the data held in the PUF segment and of the response data 848

as it is read. The PUF has to write a specific bit pattern into a 849

specific segment of memory as part of the query procedure. If 850

data is already present it must be shuffled out of this part of 851

memory and restored after the PUF query is complete. This 852

could be avoided by reserving a small amount of memory 853

exclusively for PUF usage depending on how much memory 854

is available. Some area of memory must also be used to store 855
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the response as it is generated. Here, there is less of a problem,856

as the alteration of timing parameters used in this design does857

not affect the stability of write operations. Hence, the memory858

used for this can be in the same memory being used by the859

PUF already.860

VI. CONCLUSION861

In this article, we have presented a novel method for extract-862

ing PUF responses from DRAM memory modules in-runtime863

on live COTS systems. We propose a new enrolment and query864

system for latency-based DRAM PUFs and have used these865

algorithms to generate a large scale dataset of PUF challenge-866

responses under various timing parameter adjustments which867

is provided for the use of the research community. Our analysis868

of this data shows that the proposed design exhibits near ideal869

uniqueness and high reliability. Furthermore, the proposed870

design reduces the critical period of system disruption by up871

to 96% relative to comparable designs though at the cost of872

increased memory overheads.873
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